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iTo attempts have oeen made as yet to evaluate the possible coverage 
of a definition as expressed in the present V/crking Hypothesis with

Only the possibility that it mayregard to toxins and tear gases, 
cover herbicides was pointed to in the last comment under (b) above.

Working hypothesis regarding a basic definition of ’'permitted purposes •

(a) Permitted purposes would consist of two main elements 

(i) ncn-hostile purposes, and
• (ii) military purposes net related to the use of chemical vreapens.

(b) Hon—hostile purposes would include research, industrial, agricultural, 

medical or other peaceful purposes, law enforcement purposes, purposes 

directly connected to protection against chemical weapons.
Working hypothesis of a basic definition cf 1 precursor 1.

(a) Introductory remarks
For the purpose of -a chemical weapons convention there seems to be a need 
(a) to ensure a ban on production, etc. cf any chemical uses, for production 
of chemicals to which the term chemical weapon might be applied and (b) to 

which of these chemicals, which may require particular attention

7.

,:3.

determine
from the standpoint of verification.
The former chemicals may be identified in a general way in the convention 

to fall under the provisions in article I, prohibitingas 'precursors
development, production and stockpiling chemical weapons, in order to 

preclude the theoretical possibility that the convention might be
interpreted as allowing production etc. of these precursors for chemical

weapons purpose.
In order to meet the requirement under (b) it would probably be necessary
to identify the particular chemicals among the precursors, which ocre 

critical for the production of chemical weapons, e.g. byin some way
determining the main type of compound formed, and which may not have

These ore cursors might be singled out in the convention,any peaceful use.
as rkey precursors '. Key precursor stockpiles may have to bee .g.

declared and destroyed, and these activities be subject to verification 
, which might also apply to their future non-production, 

measures v?ould not apply to precursors in general, because these would

Thesemeasures

under the future ban only be produced etc. for permitted purposes according

to the purpose criterion.


